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# 5365
DRI DUCK Acceleration Jacket

The Dri Duck Acceleration Jacket delivers all-
weather comfort, and the media player port will
be music to your ears. The jacket is made with
100% polyester and features 4-way stretch
with Teflon® fabric protector. The product is
equipped with wind-resistant and waterproof
fabric, zippered hand and chest pockets, media
player port and adjustable hook-and-loop®
cuffs. Please be advised the jacket is sold blank.
As low as: $130.28  | Minimum: 1 



# 5028T
Dri Duck Men's Tall Maverick Jacket

# 8865
Canvas Ranch Jacket

Offering this DRI DUCK men's tall Maverick
jacket is a fantastic way to spread the word
about your brand! It's made of 12 oz., 100%
cotton quarry washed Boulder Cloth™ canvas
with soft blanket lining, inside side-entry cell
phone and patch pockets, a heavy-duty metal
zipper with DRI DUCK pull, and an adjustable
tab waistband. This is great for staying
comfortable and ready for anything on the job.
Reach new audiences with this as your next gift!
Blank product.

This canvas ranch jacket is a real workhorse,
tough and rugged. Sure to become your to to
jacket. Features a plaid blanket lining, triple
stitch construction and heavy duty canvas.
Khaki. Available in sizes S-3XL.

As low as: $ 69.80 | Minimum: 1 

As low as: $101.67  | Minimum: 1 
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# JT15
Dickies Men's Lined Eisenhower Jacket

# G612
Gildan Adult DryBlend® Hooded Sweatshirt

This go-to layering piece for work or the
weekend will become a mainstay in your
workwear collection! The Dickies Men's Lined
Eisenhower Jacket is crafted from 8 oz., 65%
polyester and 35% cotton twill shell, with 4 oz.
nylon taffeta lining quilted to polyurethane
foam. Features include a durable water-
repellent (DWR) finish, full front heavy-duty
brass zipper, set-in sleeves with button cuffs,
adjustable tabs at waistband, slash front
pockets and a pencil pocket on sleeve and
inside pocket. It's also stain-resistant! It's
offered in a variety of colors and sizes ranging
from S-4XL. Sold unimprinted.

Give out this DryBlend® Adult hooded
sweatshirt and get more exposure! It's made of
9 oz., 50% sustainably and fairly-grown USA
cotton, 50% polyester, and features DryBlend®
wicking performance. This also includes fully
cover seamed, pill-resistant air jet yarn, a
double-lined hood with matching drawstring, a
double-needle stitched pouch pocket, and 1x1
spandex ribbed cuffs and waistband. Entice
more people to learn about your business
today! Blank product.

As low as: $29.98  | Minimum:  1

As low as: $83.48  | Minimum:  1
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# HJ375
Berne Men's Highland Washed
Cotton Duck Hooded Jacket

The Berne Men's Highland Washed Cotton
Duck Hooded Jacket will keep you warm and
ready for adventure. It's made of 12 oz., super-
duty cotton duck with heavyweight quilt-lined
taffeta liner. Features include triple-needle
stitched main seam, heavy-duty brass zipper,
three-piece insulated hood with drawstring,
pleated elbows and action back, two front
patch pockets and three inside pockets.
Manufactured in a LEED (Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design) certified factory.
Select from the available colors and sizes. Sold
unimprinted.

As low as: $95.67  | Minimum:  1

# J58
Berne Unisex Vintage Washed
Sherpa-Lined Work Jacket

Add more style to your workwear by making
room for this unisex work jacket! This item is
made of 100% cotton sanded duck and has a
corduroy collar. Some additional features
include a heavy-duty brass front zipper, a snap
front closure storm flap, reinforced nylon cuffs,
an extended back, three interior pockets, two
snap-closure chest pockets, and two front on-
seam pockets. Look into all of the colors and
sizes available to find the perfect one for you.

As low as: $ 107.04 | Minimum: 1 
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# CE418
CORE365 Men's Origin
Performance Pique Quarter-Zip

# TM18309
Men's PADDLECREEK
Roots73 Fleece Quarter Zip

4 oz/yd2 / 139 gsm, 100% polyester pique ;
Moisture-wicking, antimicrobial properties; UV
15-39 protection;Contrast inner collar; Coil
zipper, contrast teeth and rubber pull;
Reflective piping details; Tear-away label.

The men's Paddlecreek Roots73™ Fleece
Quarter Zip has the classic on-trend style and
quality you would expect from Roots73™. It's
made with ultra-soft and cozy sueded fleece
to keep you warm and comfy all day. It has
lower welt pockets and an interior media
pocket for your phone. It also features a rib-
knit hem and cuffs for a comfortable fit. And
with a versatile look you can wear anywhere,
you'll never want to take it off. 

As low as: $89.40  | Minimum: 1 

As low as: $ 29.00 | Minimum:  1
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# M990
Harriton Men's Full-Zip Fleece

# P170
Hanes Unisex Ecosmart® 50/50
Pullover Hooded Sweatshirt

When you're in the market for a superior fleece,
it's a no-brainer where you should be shopping!
The Harriton Men's 8 oz. Full-Zip Fleece is
made from 100% spun soft polyester fleece
with non-pill finish on the surface. It features
dyed-to-match zippers and zipper pull, bottom
hem with drawcord and toggles, front yoke,
front zip pockets and non-roll elastic cuffs. This
exclusive product is offered in a variety of
fashionable colors and sizes range from XS-6XL.
This top is sold unimprinted.

There's almost certainly something for
everyone with the options available for this
Hanes EcoSmart® pullover hood! It's made of
7.8 oz. 50% cotton/50% polyester mid-weight,
blended fleece with up to 5% recycled
polyester from plastic bottles. It also features
patented, low-pill, high-stitch density PrintPro®
XP fabric. There are variations for ash (99/1
cotton/polyester) and light steel (90/10). This
imported item includes a tag-free neck label,
extra-large front pouch pocket, and dyed-to-
match drawcord.

As low as: $29.98  | Minimum:  1

As low as: $19.50  | Minimum:  1
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A4 Adult Softek T-Shirt

A4 Men's Sprint Long Sleeve T-Shirt

Go for a more classic look when reaching for
this adult t-shirt! This product is made of 65%
recycled polyester and 35% natural cotton and
has moisture-wicking properties to keep
athletes cool as they work up a sweat. Equipped
with reinforced shoulder seams for extra
durability, this item also has stain release and an
odor-resistant design as well.

3.5 oz., 100% polyester; Moisture
management for all-season comfort; Odor-
resistant and stain release fabric for easy
care;Reinforced shoulder seams for extra
durability; Double needle cover- stitch hem
and neck; Tear away label

As low as: $ 16.88 | Minimum: 25 

As low as: $15.69  | Minimum:  25
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# G185
Gildan Adult Heavy Blend™ Hooded Sweatshirt

# 6901
LAT Men's Fine Jersey T-Shirt

Comfy, warm and stylish - what more could you
ask for? This Gildan Adult Heavy Blend™ 50/50
Hooded Sweatshirt is made of 8 oz., 50%
sustainably and fairly grown USA cotton and
50% polyester. Features include pill-resistant air
jet yarn, double-needle stitching throughout,
double-lined hood, pouch pocket, matching
drawcord, 1x1 ribbed cuffs and waistband with
spandex. Choose from a variety of colors and
sizes. Sold unimprinted. Safety Orange is
compliant with ANSI - ISEA 107 High Visibility
Standards.

Classic comfort meets color with these LAT
Men's Fine Jersey T-Shirts. Made of 4.5 oz.,
100% combed ringspun cotton fine jersey, each
crewneck shirt features a ribbed collar,
shoulder-to-shoulder self-fabric back neck tape,
double needle sleeves and bottom hem, side
seam construction and an EasyTear™ label.
Machine washable/ tumble dry low. Choose
from the available sizes and colors when
ordering. Sold unimprinted.

As low as: $19.90 | Minimum:  1

As low as: $ 8.30 | Minimum: 1 
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# B309
Adult Performance Pullover Hood
with Bonded Polar Fleece

Reach new audiences with this Bright Shield
adult performance pullover hood as your next
gift! It's made of 7.5 oz., 100% polyester with
bonded polar fleece lining and moisture
wicking, is antimicrobial, ANSI approved,
tagless with a heatseal label inside garment, and
has a cover seamed neck, locker patch, and
double-ply hood. This is great for construction
workers and others who need to remain visible
while on the job. It's perfect for remaining safe
while you get your work done. Offer this at the
next tradeshow or at stores for work clothes.
Promote your business with an amazing item
like this! Blank product.
As low as: $ 36.00 | Minimum:  1

# N4263
A4 Adult Force Water Resistant 1/4 Zip

This A4 adult Force water-resistant 1/4 zip is a
fantastic way to spread the word about your
brand! It's made of 100% polyester with
moisture wicking, odor resistance, stain release,
and an adjustable drawcord at the waist and
hood. This has a hook and loop cuff, vented
back, and two front zippered pockets. This is a
great item to wear on a casual day out with
friends. It's perfect for offering at a clothing
store or the next tradeshow or conference.
Reach new audiences with this as your next
gift! Blank product.

As low as: $63.24  | Minimum: 1 
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# B116
Adult Pocket Tee

Satisfy customers with an amazing item like
this Bright Shield adult pocket tee! It's tagless
with a heatseal label inside the garment and a
taped shoulder-to-shoulder construction. This
is great for construction workers and others
who need to remain visible while on the job.
It's perfect for remaining safe while you get
your work done. Offer this at the next
tradeshow or at stores for work clothes.
Interest people in more of what you have to
offer! Blank product.

As low as: $ 10.32 | Minimum:  1

# AH80
Sportsman Bio-Washed Trucker Cap

Just in time for summer, the "Duke" Washed
Trucker Cap is perfect for warm weather days.
This structured, mid-profile, 6-panel hat
features ventilated mesh sides and back, giving
your head more breathability and ventilation.
Made of 100% bio-washed chino twill, this
comfy hat features contrast color taping, sewn
eyelets, a pre-curved visor and hook-and-loop
closure, making it easy and convenient to
adjust and fasten. Comes in 14 color
combinations. Blank.

As low as: $ 8.78 | Minimum:  1
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# TT4432
Wide Brim Sun Hat
Wear this UV Sun Protection hat, to ensure you are protected from the sun's 98%
of harmful UVA and UVB rays.This bucket hat has a wide brim that will definitely
protect your skin (face, ear, neck) from the sun or rain, no ray damages no skin
cancer. The underside of the brim is big, provides all-around shade, to help
minimize glare. Our cool hat has mesh panels, two-side air vent and &an internal
moisture wicking sweatband, letting your head stay ventilated & cool and dry,
even on the hottest and most humid days. Because netting will help moisture
escape and greatly reduces sweat build-up. It is waterproof, and quick dry,
breathable and anti-sweat, lightweight and durable. The summer hat has an
adjustable chin strap, ensures your hat will not be lost on a windy day.

As low as: $ 7.94 | Minimum:  150



# MTJL085
Men's Outdoor Sunshade Hat

The man hat is made of high-quality polyester fabric, soft, skin-friendly, quick-drying
and has excellent waterproof function. The summer outdoor sun hat can be used in
two ways, with rust-proof buttons on both sides. The elastic drawstring with buckle
on the back of the hat can be adjusted to any size for a comfortable fit. The hat
comes with 3.9'' wide brim to protect your face, eyes, and neck from the sun and
provide great protection from UV rays. It is perfect for people who are engaged in
outdoor recreation. We use lightweight, breathable materials, with two metal mesh
vents on both sides of the sun hat to help improve air flow and keep you cool and
ventilated in the summer heat.

As low as: $8.35  | Minimum:  50
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# VG 8153
Knit Beanie with Reflective Stripes

# ATTW0148
Foldable And Portable Hard Hat
Neck Shade

Give the gift of this customized beanie with
reflective stripes to your night-owl clients to
show off your brand with a touch of
protection! Whether you're looking to show
that you're there to protect your clients, or
simply looking for a bright way to stay warm,
look no further. These customized beanies set
themselves apart from the rest of our custom
beanie options! and feature a reflective stripe
material so they can stand out at night. They
are a unique way to ensure your brand has
plenty of exposure!

 The hard sun shield is designed to keep the
sun off of your neck. 100% lightweight
polyester, and high light thermo print
reflective high reflective stripes. Dries fast,
high reflective, lightweight, breathable and
comfortable. This neck shade protects your
head and neck from the sun's harmful rays
whether working, running, playing, or
lounging outside. Lightweight and adjustable
for all day comfort. while running, building,
outdoor activities, or lounging outside. Mesh
vents allow the breeze to pass through,
making you feel cool. 

As low as: $ 7.99  | Minimum: 50 

As low as: $ 3.02 | Minimum: 1000 
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# 9110-9111
Kishigo High-Performance
Microfiber T-Shirt

The right tee for the job! Keep pens and other
essentials close in the chest pocket of this
moisture- wicking safety shirt. The ML Kishigo
T-shirt is made of Ultra Cool™microfiber
polyester and is ANSI/ISEA 107, class 2
compliant. The 2" wide silver reflective stripes
are for increased visibility. These High
Performance tees are ideal for night work,
construction workers and road crews. Sold
blank and available in sizes M-5XL.

As low as: $ 23.18 | Minimum: 1 
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# HVK012
Berne Men's Hi-Vis Class 2 Performance
Pocket T-Shirt

Stand out on the jobsite with this Men's Hi-Vis
Class 2 Performance Pocket T-Shirt! Each top is
made of 4 oz., polyester birdseye mesh and
features moisture wicking properties, 2"
reflective stretch tape, a left chest pocket,
taped neck seam for comfort and a relaxed fit.
ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Type R Class 2 Certified.
Choose from the available sizes when ordering.
Sold unimprinted.

As low as: $ 30.65 | Minimum:  1

# HVF021T
Berne Men's Tall Hi-Vis Class 3 Lined Full-
Zip Hooded Sweater

Work hard and stay visible in this Berne Men's
Tall Hi-Vis Class 3 Lined Full-Zip Hooded
Sweatshirt. It's made of 9 oz., 100% polyester
fleece with 5 oz., lightweight 100% polyester
mesh lining. Features include 2" reflective tape,
nylon front zipper, double layered three-piece
hood, oversized front pocket and knit cuffs and
waistband. ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Type R Class
3 Certified. Offered in multiple sizes. Sold
unimprinted.

As low as: $91.25  | Minimum:  1
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# WB100-101
Kishigo Premium Black
Series® Windbreaker

# HVJS206
Berne Men's Hi-Vis Class 3
Hooded Softshell Jacket

If you work in the open air, then a work jacket
is a must-have for you, especially on windy
days. The ML Kishigo lime windbreaker is
made of lightweight, durable 70-denier 100%
polyester. With a flexible design, you can move
freely. 2" wide Vizlite® reflective material
ensures your safety. The jacket features black
ripstop material along sides and under arms,
waist cinches hidden in front exterior pockets,
adjustable cuffs and shoulder vents. Blank.

This Men's Hi-Vis Class 3 Hooded Softshell
Jacket makes sure you are safe and seen on the
jobsite! Each jacket is made made of breathable
8 oz., polyester softshell bonded to micro
fleece. It's water and wind resistant and
features 2" reflective tape and zippered front
pockets. ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Type R Class 3
Certified. Offered in an assortment of sizes.
Sold unimprinted.

As low as: $ 89.02 | Minimum:  1

As low as: $ 124.70 | Minimum: 1 
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#JS102-103
Kishigo Hi-Vis Full-Zip
Hooded Sweatshirt

Constructed to last and keep you safe with
rugged stitching and 2" wide VizLite®
reflective trim. From ML Kishigo, this bright
lime Hi-Vis Hooded full zip is made of soft,
comfortable 9 oz. sweatshirt material. It
features include black lower body sleeves and
lower outside slash pockets. Great for keeping
outdoor workers toasty and visible during the
cooler months of the year! 
ANSI/ISEA Class 3 Compliant. 
Available in sizes S-5XL. Blank product.

As low as: $96.56 | Minimum: 1

# 9145-9146
Kishigo Long Sleeve Class 3 T-Shirt

Stay cool in this moisture-wicking shirt built for
no-sweat comfort. From ML Kishigo, the light
and durable Class 3 Long Sleeve T-Shirt will not
only keep you cool, but safe as well. With its
bright neon color, it features 2" wide solid
reflective material for increased visibility. Ideal
for road crews, construction workers and tasks
performed at night. A left chest pocket will
keep pens and other essentials close by.
ANSI/ISEA 107 Class 3 compliant. Blank.

As low as: $33.20  | Minimum:  1
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# 9114-9115
Kishigo Premium Black Series®
Breathable Tape Class 2 T-Shirt

# HVK013T
Berne Men's Tall Hi-Vis Class 3 Performance
Long Sleeve T-Shirt

Stay cool in this moisture-wicking shirt built
for no-sweat comfort. From ML Kishigo, the
Class 2 Black Series T-Shirt will not only keep
you cool, but safe as well. Its bright neon lime
color design features 2" wide reflective strips
that reduce "hot spots" and increases
flexibility, especially on hot summer days.
Ideal for road crews, construction workers
and night jobs. A left chest pocket will keep
pens and other essentials close by. Blank.

Stay visible on the jobsite while wearing this
Berne Men's Tall Hi-Vis Class 3 Performance
Long Sleeve T-Shirt! Designed with a relaxed
fit, each bright top is made of 4 oz., polyester
birdseye mesh with moisture wicking
performance, 2" reflective stretch tape, left
chest pocket and tape neck seam for comfort.
ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Type R Class 3 Certified.
Offered in an assortment of sizes. 
Sold unimprinted.

As low as: $ 34.87 | Minimum:  1

As low as: $ 50.36 | Minimum:  1
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# C S V 2 0 0 - 2
C L A S S  2  S A F E T Y  V E S T

ANSI Certified, Type R, Class 2 Safety Vest
with Two-Tone Trim is compliant protection.
Excellent choice for extreme work or for
short-term labor. Reflective stripes on
contrasting trim make workers much more
noticeable in low light and broad daylight.
Vest zips in front. Made of polyester.

As low as: $25.00 | Minimum: 24

Decoration Method: Pad Print up to 4 colors

#CGHP4
CAP STYLE HARD HAT

Our Cap Style Hard Hats are comfortable
and stylish, offering versatile protection. 

E Standards. Easy Pinlock Adjustment
System. High Density Polyethylene
Construction. Made in the USA!

Meet ANSI Z89.1-2014 Type 1 - Class G & 

As low as: $21.00 | Minimum: 40

Decoration Method: Pad Print up to 4 colors
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# C M R U S
E S S E N T I A L  S A F E T Y
G L A S S E S

Protect yourself on the job with eyewear
with a sleek, lightweight and comfortable
design99.9% uva/uvb protections and
exceeds ANSI Z87.1+ standards. USA 
Made.

As low as: $7.75 | Minimum: 96

Decoration Method: Pad Print up to 4 colors

Car trouble? With this 44-piece professional
automotive set you will be on your way home
in no time. This set consists of an adjustable
wrench, long nose pliers, tape, brush, razor,
tire gauge, screw driver handle with three
adaptors, 19 bits in bits holder and adapter,
11 sockets, electrical tape, tire brush, jumper
cables, and window breaker with seat belt
cutter. Set comes in rubber soft touch EVA
blow molded storage case.

#  3 3 5 0 - 4 6
H i g h w a y  D e l u x e  R o a d s i d e
K i t  w i t h  T o o l s

As low as: $86.52  | Minimum: 12 
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# 5261
7 Piece Economy First Aid Kit in
Colorful Vinyl Pouch

# PC323
Prime Line First Aid Kit in Plastic Case

Promote your brand and safety at your next
event with this 7 piece first aid kit! Packaged
inside a colorful vinyl pouch, each kit includes 4
standard size latex-free bandages, 1 moist
cleaning towelette, 1 antiseptic towelette and a
healthy guidelines insert. The pouch is offered
in a variety of colors and can be customized
with an imprint of your choosing. This product
is great for health and wellness campaigns,
safety fairs, tradeshows and more.

Never travel without this first aid kit readily
available! Featuring a polypropylene plastic
case, this pocket-sized item includes 4
bandages, a pack of SPF15 lip balm, an alcohol
cleaning pack, an antiseptic towelette pack, a
sunscreen lotion pack, and an insect sting
relief pack. Each item included is unscented
and every pack equates to a single-use packet.
Look into adding your logo, brand name, or
message using our customization options.

As low as: $ 2.15 | Minimum:  250

As low as: $ 1.53 | Minimum: 250 
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# 100402-001
Igloo® Maddox XL Cooler

# 1883-02
Wolverine Vertical 12 Can Cooler

Dual zippered, pull handle opening with folding
lid for easy access to main compartment. Dual
side grab handles for easy carrying. Carabineer
bottle opener attached for on-the-go use. Base
is wipeable, coated material. Front zippered
pocket for additional storage. Dual carry
handles with padded handle wrap. Adjustable,
removable shoulder strap with pad. EPPE heat-
sealed lining. PVC free. Phthalate free.
Patented design. 42 can capacity.

The Wolverine Vertical 12 Can Cooler is
crafted with rugged High-Density Canvas
and a DWR coating to repel dirt and water.
The large insulated compartment holds food
or 12 cans. Front pocket and shoulder strap
offer extra storage and easy-carry
convenience.

As low as: $ 34.82 | Minimum: 24

As low as: $ 37.12 | Minimum: 12 
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# 35095
SUMMIT 24 CAN COOLER BACKPACK

# 101647
Aviana™ Bamboo Backpack Cooler

Made Of Combo: 50C Tarpaulin, 210D PU
and PE Foam. 12C Silver PEVA Lining. Double
Zippered Main Compartment. Front Slip
Pocket.

Bring along lunch, snacks or drinks on all of your
outdoor adventures in the Aviana(TM) bamboo
backpack cooler. Crafted from sustainable and
eco-friendly bamboo twill material, this 11" x 7"
x 12" pack features a 20 can capacity, quilted
details, satin nickel accents, a front zippered
storage compartment, top carrying handle and
adjustable shoulder straps. The flip-up action
makes for easy loading and unloading, so you
can get your picnic started.

As low as: $39.58  | Minimum:  10

As low as: $51.56  | Minimum:  12
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# 101608
Acadia Tote Cooler

# 101606
Acadia Box Cooler

Whether you like to heat things up or keep
them cool -- you'll enjoy beverages and snacks
of all kinds from the Acadia tote cooler. Made of
eco-friendly and PVC free rPET and recycled
foam, this 20" x 8" x 14" cooler bag has an
insulated PEVA lining, a square design with a
roomy interior that's easy to clean, a pair of top
carrying handles and an adjustable and
removable shoulder strap. Holds up to 36
standard beverage cans or the equivalent in
food. Available in assorted monochromatic
colors. Add your school, sports team,
organizational or company logo or message to
customize.

Featuring a monochromatic look, the roomy
and functional Acadia Box Cooler looks cool
and keeps cool! It's made of 600D rPET
recycled foam on both the main body fabric and
the PEVA foam insulation. The shoulder strap
measures 15" - 42" and the interior can hold up
to 16 cans. Other features include zopper
opening, zippered pocket, side daisy chain
webbing, a side stretch mesh pocket and top
grab handle. For best results, wipe the interior
and exterior surfaces clean before storing and
between uses. To prevent stains and odors,
empty cooler of contents after use. This is a
PVC free product.

As low as: $ 41.96 | Minimum: 12 

As low as: $ 23.96 | Minimum: 25 
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# 101642
Igloo® Playmate Elite 16 Qt Cooler

# LB156
Prime Line Campfire Cooler Bag

Make the most of your quality time outdoors
when you bring along the Playmate Elite(R)
hard-sided cooler from the iconic Igloo(R)
brand. Made of durable HDPE plastic, this
cooler has a 16 quart capacity that holds up
to 30 cans of beverages or the equivalent in
food and snacks with an easy open design
and carrying handle. The insulated interior
maintains the temperature of cold or hot
food and drink for hours. Available in
assorted two-tone colors. Add your
company logo or message to customize.

Make boring lunches a thing of the past by
switching over to this unbeatable campfire
cooler bag! Measuring 8.7" x 7.5" x 6.3", this
item is made of 300T polyester material and
features a PEVA lining to keep food and drink
items both warm or cold when needed. Some
additional features include a top zippered
opening leading to the main compartment, a
front pocket, and a soft and luxe finish with an
ultrasonic snowflake design. Include your logo,
brand name, or message using our
customization options.

As low as: $ 51.96 | Minimum:  12

As low as: $ 13.64 | Minimum:  50
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Columbia PFG Vacuum
Slim Can Cooler

Urban Peak® Waterproof Ballard 30 Can Cooler

Ditch the lukewarm drinks with the help of
this impressive and unbeatable can cooler!
This item is made of stainless steel material
and includes a screw-on and screw-off top
lid gasket that's made of polypropylene
plastic. While designed for use with slim
cans and bottles such as spiked seltzers and
energy drinks, this product is not to be used
as a cup. This cooler is equipped with
vacuum
insulation and can keep your cans and
bottles cooler for ...

Durable top-loading 30 can waterproof cooler
featuring extra thick foam insulation
Constructed
from 0.55mm Tarpaulin 7P, 0.38mm Tarpaulin
7P, 10mm PE foam with 840D/PVC 7P pocket
Leak- resistant, heat-sealed liner Wide opening,
zippered top allows for quick accessibility
Features blue zipper/stitch trim, glove friendly
zipper pulls, front zippered pocket, top front
daisy chain, heavy duty side handles and an
attached Stainless Steel bottle opener ...

As low as: $ 24.00 | Minimum:  24

As low as: $ 49.07 | Minimum:  6
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#MC15 
MAMMOTH®CRUISER 15
COOLER

A personal cooler designed to be durable, 
but light. Inside capacity is 12 quarts or 3
Gallons. Perfectly holds a 12 pack of cans.
Features: 2+ day ice retention, built-in cup
holders, strong rubber latches, non-skid
rubber feet, drain system, freezer grade lid
gasket, and foam insulation.

As low as: $189.50 | Minimum: 5

Decoration Method: Full-Color Decal
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TOOLS



The #1 selling Leatherman
Multitool in the Promotional
Products Industry. 4" closed. All
stainless steel. 14 Tools. Comes
with removable pocket clip.
Made in the USA of US &
Foreign Components.

# L M 5 0
L E A T H E R M A N ® R E V

As low as: $59.95 | Minimum: 24

Decoration Method: Laser Engraved

# L M 7 0

M U L T I - T O O L
L E A T H E R M A N ® B O L S T E R  

A lightweight toolbox in your pocket at a
mere 5.9 ounces. Spring-action pliers and an
outside-accessible knife make it easy to use
with one hand, while the rounded handles
keep your grip comfortable and secure. Clip it
to your pocket with the installed pocket clip
or store it on your belt with the included
nylon sheath. Made in the USA of US &
Foreign Components.

Decoration Method: Laser Engraved

As low as: $69.95 | Minimum: 24
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# M L 2 5 L T - 2 C
M A G L I T E ®  L E D  M L 2 5
2 C  C E L L  F L A S H L I G H T

6 1/2" long. Easy to use ON/OFF focus with a
simple twist. Made of aluminum making it
corrosion resistant. Feature includes a hands-
free candle mode with a spare lamp inside the
tail cap. Water resistant. Batteries not included.
A USA Manufacturer.

As low as: $43.00 | Minimum: 36

Decoration Method: Laser Engraved

# M 2 A " A A"
M I N I M A G L I T E ® 

The best-selling promotional Maglite. 5.75” in
length. Comes with 2 “AA” batteries and
packaged in a sleek, black presentation box.
Beam adjusts from spot to flood with the turn
of the head. Water & shock resistant. Comes
with a spare bulb in the tail cap. A USA
Manufacturer.

As low as: $20.95 | Minimum: 48
Decoration Method: Laser Engraved
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#M2A-LM50 
"AA"  MINI  MAGLITE®
WITH LEATHERMAN® REV

We took our two top-selling USA-Made promo
items and put them in one attractive gift set. Get
the Leatherman Rev packaged with the Mini
Maglite for the ultimate gift!

As low as: $92.50 | Minimum: 24

Decoration Method: Laser Engraved

Out of hundreds of knives we offer, 285BK is our
top-seller. It has a great price point, USA-Made,
simple but quality design, and Buck is well-known for
longevity and quality. Features thumb studs for easy
opening and closing and a stainless steel pocket clip
easy carry. 4.35" handle. 3.15" blade. 

# 2 8 5 B K  B U C K B A N T A M ™  ® 

B L W  L O C K B A C K  K N I F E

As low as: $39.00 | Minimum: 48
Decoration Method: Laser Engraved
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Design a one of a kind zippo
lighter with endless creative
potential

Glow In The Dark, Woodchuck
Series, Electric Inserts, 3D and

U n i q u e  O p t i o n sF u l l  C o l o r  F u l l  S u r f a c e01

Full-Wrap Printing & More!

02

Made in the USA

As low as: $23.95 Minimum: 48

#29900 - Woodchuck Series#49193 - Glow In The Dark Full 360 Wrap Printing

# 4 0 6 3 3  –  6   

P R O  R E C H A R G E A B L E  H A N D  W A R M E R

This Heatbank Pro will keep you warm, connected, and illuminated
during your outdoor adventures. Waterproof, dustproof, and drop
proof, this hand warmer can handle the most demanding conditions.
Features a built-in flashlight.
As low as: $60.00 | Minimum: 48

Laser Engraved Or Full Color Digital
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# 136  
CEDAR CREEK® TAPE
MEASURE WITH FINGER GRIP

16-foot tape measure. Self locking mechanism
allows blade to be extended smoothly. Push
button allows blade to be retracted easily.
Impact resistant rubber case. Attached belt clip.
16' stud center marking. Coated blade for
maximum durability. Cushion grip provides 
comfortable, slip-resistant hold.

Decoration Method: Laser Engraved

As low as: $18.00 | Minimum: 48

#155 
CEDAR CREEK®
DIAMETER TAPE MEASURE

Compact 2.25” pocket tape measure designed 
for measuring diameters of pipes, cables, tires
or any circular object. 12 feet in total. Has
markings on both sides of the tape with the
metric system and US standard. The locking
switch keeps your measurement in place, and
spring action release returns tape to the case. 

As low as: $12.50 | Minimum: 48

Decoration Method: Pad Print
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# 3 8 2 0  
C E D A R  C R E E K ®
A X I S  P O C K E T
R E C H A R G E A B L E
W O R K L I G H T

5” long COB rechargeable worklight and

worklight/flashlight. It also can kick stand on 
its own for hands free lighting. Features six 
light modes, magnets, and a large clip. USB 
cable included.

flashlight combination. It folds into a handheld 

As low as: $23.00 | Minimum: 48

Decoration Method: Pad Print

# 3 8 0 5  
C E D A R  C R E E K ®
C L U T C H  H A N D H E L D  
W O R K L I G H T

2 “AAA” batteries included. 

4” long, compact handheld worklight 
and flashlight combo. Comes in four
light modes: toplight, COB high, COB
low, and Red strobe. Features magnets
and a large clip for hands-free lighting. 

As low as: $14.00 | Minimum: 48

Decoration Method: Pad Print
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# N E B - H L P - 0 0 1 1  
M Y C R O  R E C H A R G E A B L E  
H E A D L A M P  -  B L A C K

A rechargeable headlamp and cap light. Small
enough to fit in the palm of your hand, this
powerful light features an impressive 400 lumen
Turbo Mode. 6 different light modes: Turbo,
High, Medium, Low, Green, Red. Also available 
in Mossy Oak.

As low as: $34.50 | Minimum: 24

Decoration Method: Pad Print up to 4 colors

# G 2 0  C O A S T ®  " A A A "
I N S P E C T I O N  B E A M
P E N L I G H T

U l t r a - c o m p a c t  L E D  i n s p e c t i o n
f l a s h l i g h t s  w i t h  c l i p .  B e a m  d e s i g n e d
t o  b e  a  p e r f e c t  c i r c l e  a n d  m i n i m a l
g l a r e  f o r  o p t i m a l  c l o s e  w o r k .  G 2 0  i s
5  2 / 3 ” L  a n d  c o m e s  w i t h  2  “ A A A ”
b a t t e r i e s

As low as: $23.50 | Minimum: 48

Decoration Method: Laser Engraved
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# X P H 2 5 R  
COAST® 
R E C H A R G E A B L E  L I G H T
W E I G H T  H E A D L A M P

The three-mode XPH25R shines up to 410
lumens and weighs just 2.6 ounces. Built
from top-grade aluminum and features a
dust-resistant and storm proof body—which
can also detach to become a handheld
flashlight with a built-in magnetic tail cap
and real-time power indicator. Runs on a
rechargeable lithium-ion battery. 

As low as: $59.50 | Minimum: 24

Decoration Method: Pad Print

# P M 1 0 0 R  
C O A S T ®  R E C H A R G E A B L E  
D U A L  B E A M  A R E A  L I G H T

LED flashlight and C.O.B. area light with
three output modes: high, medium, and 
low. Fold-out hook with 180-degree
rotation that allows the light to be hung for
hands-free lighting. Doubles as a stand with
a magnetic base. Runs on a rechargeable
lithium-ion battery. Rated IP57 dust 
resistant and waterproof. 

As low as: $67.50 | Minimum: 24

Decoration Method: Pad Print
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# 3 5 1 0  
CEDAR CREEK®
I N S P E C T I O N  P E N L I G H T

4.75” long inspection light. Adjustable light
radius allows for a wide or narrow beam
depending on the task. Features a pocket clip,
and a knurled aluminum body for added grip.
Ideal for focused lighting for electricians,
mechanics, contractors, home repair,
construction and more. 100 lumens. 2 “AAA”
batteries included.

As low as: $13.00 | Minimum: 48

Decoration Method: Laser Engraved

#9330 
CEDAR CREEK®
ARCLIGHT FLASHLIGHT
& ELECTRIC L IGHTER

This waterproof, rechargeable, LED
flashlight with a built-in electronic lighter
is the perfect outdoor and emergency
companion. The tail of the light opens up
into a windproof electronic lighter.

As low as: $24.95 | Minimum: 48

Decoration Method: Pad Print
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#6020 
CEDAR CREEK® 360
RECHARGEABLE WORKLIGHT

5.5” Long rechargeable worklight. Illuminate any
situation with this hands-free area light, designed
with a 360-degree foldable head and 450 lumen
output. Additional features: Magnetic bottom, a
hook for hanging, 5 light modes including red
strobe, and a USB port for recharging. USB cable
included. 

As low as: $19.50 | Minimum: 48

Decoration Method: Pad Print

#3835 
CEDAR CREEK®
ODYSSEY RECHARGEABLE
FLASHLIGHT

6.4” long tactical rechargeable LED
flashlight. Five light modes: high, medium,
low, strobe, and SOS. Features: Waterproof
grade IPX4, 1,800 lumens, spot to flood
zoom, and charge indicator light. USB-C
cable and lanyard included.

As low as: $29.00 | Minimum: 48

Decoration Method: Laser Engraved
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# K M T S

E  P L U S
N I T E  I Z E ® D O O H I C K E Y ™  

The DoohicKey Plus is made of stainless-
steeland features 9 tools:ruler, wrench,
bottle opener, a serrated edge, scoring
point, nail puller/staple remover, flathead
screwdriver, and Phillips screwdriver. TSA
friendly and perfect for everyday
carry.Polybagged with header card.

As low as: $8.25 | Minimum: 100

Decoration Method: Laser Engraved

#4361
CEDAR CREEK®
SNOWFLAKE MULTI  TOOL

2 1/5” Diameter with 17 tools in one
uniquely-shaped stainless-steel
keychain device. The snowflake design
allows for tons of tools in a compact
tool featuring: Slotted screwdriver, box
cutter, rope cutter, bottle opener, key
hole, Phillips screwdriver, multiple
wrenches, and multiple Hex wrenches.
Laser engraved. Boxed.

Decoration Method: Laser Engraved

As low as: $9.95 | Minimum: 72
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#MP-8 8- IN-1
MULTI  BIT  SCREWDRIVER

7.5" long. Loaded with 7 durable
industrial-grade steel bits at the
end of the tool. Includes Slot (flat)
bit 6, Slot (flat) bit 4, Phillips bit 1,
Phillips bit 2, Phillips bit 3, Torx bit
15, Square bit 2, and a Hex Nut
Driver at the end of the shaft.
BUILT in the USA. Mix & match
the collar, handle, and cap to
match your corporate logos!

As low as: $23.50 | Minimum: 100

Decoration Method: Pad Print

Red

Orange Green

Green

Yellow Black Charcoal

Black Orange

Blue

Handle Colors
Available:

Cap & Collar
Color Available

Red

Blue

Yellow

Neon Neon
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# 8 9 2 5  
C E D A R  C R E E K ®
E S C A P E  M U L T I  T O O L

4” closed full-sized multi tool, with a
stylish two-tone handle and carabiner 

Features include pliers, wire cutters,
carabiner clip, saw, blade, can opener,
bottle opener, and flat & Phillips
screwdriver.

built into the handle for convenient carry. 

As low as: $28.00 | Minimum: 48

Decoration Method: Laser Engraved

# 8 9 3 0  
C E D A R  C R E E K ®
M A T R I X  M U L T I  T O O L

4” closed full-sized multi tool with all
stainless-steel body and implements.
Features include pliers, wire cutters,
carabiner clip, saw, blade, can opener,
bottle opener, flat/phillips screwdriver,
nail file, box cutter, and a
lanyard/keychain loop. Belt clip
included. 

As low as: $30.00 | Minimum: 48

Decoration Method: Laser Engraved
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# 7 8 5 0  
C E D A R  C R E E K ® 

A P E X  P O C K E T  K N I F E

The Apex Pocket Knife is an instant classic
for everyday carry. Has a 3.5” stainless-
steel handle with a 2.5” stainless-steel
blade. Compact size, sturdy feel, and all
stainless steel body with a sleek gray
exterior. Pocket clip attached. 

As low as: $17.00 | Minimum: 48

Decoration Method: Laser Engraved

# 7 9 2 0  
C E D A R  C R E E K ®
V A L O R  P O C K E T  K N I F E

The Valor Pocket Knife is lightweight
with a strong feel. Has a 4.5” textured
plastic handle and a 3” stainless-steel
blade. Textured handle for added grip
and easy carry.

As low as: $9.00 | Minimum: 48

Decoration Method: Laser Engraved
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# BYC20
Nightstick® Intrinsically Safe Dual-Func Headlamp

Spotlight Output: 180 lumens (high), 90 lumens (low)
Bulb Type: CREE® LED ANSI IP-67 Dust proof /
Waterproof Impact & chemical resistant Engineered
Polymer housing Adjustable ratchet tilt head Single
switch - operates high or low spotlight modes
Certifications: CE, cETLus, ATEX, and IECEx listed
Intrinsically Safe Limited Lifetime Warranty Includes
3x AAA batteries, headlamp with hard hat clip, hard
hat mounting bracket and BG344 dry bag Packaged in
a 3L dry bag (14"H x 5"W)

# 1431-13
Built2Work Flashlight 22 Piece Tool Set

The Built2Work Flashlight 22 Piece Tool Set
features a flashlight built into the toolbox that
also doubles as a headlamp with straps
included, box cutter, Allen wrench set, socket
set, pliers, 1M tape measurer a connector, and
mini screwdrivers. 3 AAA Batteries included.

As low as: $ 31.60 | Minimum: 20 

As low as: $ 67.88 | Minimum:  6
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# TS58
Foldable Tool Set

Set includes needle-nose pliers, combination pliers, adjustable wrench hammer, magnetic driver
handle and 2-bit sets, Phillips screwdriver, 2 flat head screwdrivers, 5 combination wrenches
and utility knife Allen wrench set and measuring tape Tools are enclosed in a zipper and hook
and loop secured Nylon tool bag Includes side slash pocket and carry handles

As low as: $ 61.04 | Minimum: 6 
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# 101251
Heritage Supply Pro Jug - 64 Oz.

Thanks to the double walled vacuum insulation,
you can keep all your workday hydration needs
cold with this Heritage Supply PRO Jug. Made
of stainless steel, this jug is designed with a 64
oz. capacity and can display a brand name, logo
or message using our customization options.
The Heritage Supply PRO collection features
durable and functional products specifically
built for the tradesperson.

# 5751
14 Oz. Moscow Mule Barrel Mug

Stainless Steel Outer And Inner. Double Wall
Construction For Insulation Of Hot Or Cold
Liquids. BPA Free. Meets FDA Requirements.
Hand Wash Recommended.

As low as: $40.35  | Minimum:  20

As low as: $ 10.20 | Minimum:  36
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#MS20ROV
MAMMOTH®ROVER
TUMBLER 20  OZ

The 20 oz. Mammoth Rover tumbler
features double-walled vacuum insulation
to keep ice for up to 36+ hours, and liquid
hot 12+ hours. Built with durable 18/8
kitchen grade stainless steel. Featuring a
clear lid, rubber gasket and stopper. Fits
most cup holders. Comes in 13 stock
colors!

As low as: $22.95 | Minimum: 32

Decoration Method: Laser Engraved

# COR-09
Columbia Thermal Bottle 1L

Take your favorite drink on the road with this
thermos bottle from Columbia® brands. This
12.36" x 3.25" thermal bottle is crafted from
304 18/8 vacuum-insulated stainless steel with
a classic design that will keep drinks hot for 12
hours or cold for as long as 30. Features two
integrated cups great for sharing. Black only.
Add your school, sports team, organizational or
company logo or message to create a bold
branded way to connect with your customers
and supporters. Do not place in microwave or
freezer. Logo restrictions may apply to this
product.

As low as: $33.82  | Minimum: 12
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Savor every sip. Our 12 oz Coffee Mug
combines your favorite morning cup with the
insulation and dependability of your favorite
Hydro Flask. So, feel free to slow down and take
in the day, or start your multi-tasking early.
TempShield™ insulation keeps beverages cold or
hot for hours. Closeable lid slides shut to tame
splashes and traps temp, also slides open wide
enough to fit a straw. Soft touch finish for a
cozy feel in your hands. BPA-Free. 12oz.
Handwash Only.

# 1601-94
Hydro Flask® Coffee Mug 12oz

# 1600-30
Vasco Copper Vacuum Insulated Water Jug
64oz

The Vasco Copper Vacuum Insulated Water
Jug 64oz features durable, double-wall,
stainless steel vacuum construction, which
keeps your beverage cold for up to 48 hours or
hot for at least 12 hours. The construction also
prevents condensation on the outside of the
bottle. On-trend, durable powder coating. Dual
opening, screw-on, stainless steel cap on the
main lid. Also features a built-in, durable, metal
handling loop. Wide opening for comfortable
filling and pouring. Perfect for ice cubes.
exclusive. 64oz.

As low as: $ 54.19 | Minimum:  12

As low as: $ 36.21 | Minimum:  24
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# DA9618
Kemble Stainless Steel Straw
Tumbler 750 Ml. (25 Fl. Oz.)

CanKeeper 3-IN-1

The Kemble tumbler upgrades any hydration
experience. The double walled stainless steel
construction and top twist-on lid keeps
beverages hot or cold for hours. The tapered
body design makes for a comfortable fit in the
hand while the flip-up straw makes sipping a
breeze. Holds up to 750 ml (25 fl. oz.), is BPA
free, and FDA compliant. Packed in a designed
kraft paper ugly beautiful box.

The CanKeeper 3-in-1 is designed to keep
canned beverages cold for hours and prevent
condensation with its vacuum-insulated
construction. Its matte powder-coated finish
makes it extra durable, and the lid features a
removable gasket for easy cleaning. This item is
designed to fit most 12oz and 16oz slim cans
securely with its unique internal spring-loaded
base. Recommended to hand wash only.

As low as: $29.03  | Minimum: 12 

As low as: $ 26.36 | Minimum:  25
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# 4203
Water Bottle Fanny Pack

Enjoy your H2O on the go with this
water bottle fanny pack! This
convenient and eye-catching item is
made of 70-denier nylon and comes
with an insulated water bottle holder,
pockets on the side and front and a
waist strap adjustable to 44". What a
great product for runners, festival or
amusement park goers and so much
more!

# 20062
Everton Silicone Key Ring

Made Of Silicone. Split Ring Attachment.

As low as: $ 5.82 | Minimum: 100

As low as: $1.14  | Minimum:  250

It measures 17" x 7 1/2", is available in royal blue or black
and can be customized with a brand imprint to create a
memorable giveaway. Water bottle not included.
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#7201
Mini Tire Gauge Key Chain

# 2499
Liam Key Ring

Take some pressure off your customers with this
handy marketing tool! This mini tire gauge key
chain is made of aluminum and has a maximum of
50 PSI. It has a convenient size of 3 1/4".

Available in several metallic colors to choose from,
add an imprint of your company name or logo for
maximum brand exposure. Great for auto body
shops and mechanics, select this one of a kind key
chain as your next giveaway and gauge a
successful promotion!

This Liam key ring would make a fantastic
promotional item! It's perfect for customers to
put all of their keys in one place. Clients will
appreciate having the ability to easily pick up
their key collection and go through any door
they need. Add your company name or logo for
maximum visibility and offer this at the next
tradeshow, convention, or festival. Stay
relevant with a magnificent giveaway like this!

As low as: $ 1.91 | Minimum:  250

As low as: $ 6.12  | Minimum:  100
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# 7141-67
Prim Detachable Wireless Phone Mount

# PL-3873
Prime Line Micro 3 Led Torch-Key Holder

The Prim Wireless Phone Mount includes
detachable wireless charging pad. Simply clip
into a car vent and connect the micro charging
cable via USB port to provide power. Once the
phone is clipped in charging starts automatically.
Or you can take the wireless charging pad out
for office/home usage. Supports 5W wireless
charging for devices including (but not limited
to): All iPhone 8/X/11/12/13 Series * Samsung
Galaxy Note5/S6/S6 Edge/S6 Edge+/S7/S7
Edge/S8/S8+/S9/S9+/Note 9 * Google Nexus
5/6/7 * HTC Droid DNA, 8X * LG G3/G4, Lucid
2/3 * Nokia Lumia 920/930 *. It works with
most plastic phone cases on.

Light up your brand on this effective marketing
tool! Measuring 2" x 1/2", this micro 3 LED
torch/key holder is perfect for trade shows, gift
shops and safety campaigns. This mini
aluminum flashlight features three ultra-bright
LED bulbs, a latching key holder and rubber
push button on/off switch on the end. Includes
3 button cell batteries (type AG13), inserted
and replaceable. Have your logo laser engraved
on the surface for maximum brand visibility.

As low as: $ 17.02 | Minimum:  1

As low as: $2.54  | Minimum:  200
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# GM5061
Creative Car Air Freshener Diffuser
Vent Clip

Tihis is high quality and made of alloy.
Rotating structure design, specially formulated
for the car environment, which can effectively
remove odors and purify the air. Welcome
custom Logo.

As low as: $ 3.44 | Minimum:  1000

# 9571
Vivid™ Vent Stick

Leave your marketing campaign smelling
fresher than ever with help from this oval-
shaped Vivid Vent stick! Measuring 1 3/8" x 1"
x 2 5/8" and available in several scents, this
handy product gently glides into your car's air
vent to eliminate odors and leave a fresh, clean
scent. An extra-large branding area is perfect
for a customized full-color imprint of your
company name and logo. Make a fresh
impression on customers today!

As low as: $ 2.12 | Minimum:  100
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# H710
Very Kool Cooling Towel

# GRLA064
Breathable Microfiber Cooling Neck Towel

Keep cool by the pool, during a tough workout
or on a day at the amusement park with this
reusable cooling towel. This 34.5" x 12" towel is
made from hyper-evaporative 100% polyester.
Simply wet it, wrap it around your neck or body
and enjoy the long-lasting cooling sensation
while the fabric remains dry to to touch. When
fully dry, just re-wet it to start he process again.
Choose from more than 10 dynamic shades and
colors and add your school, sports team,
organizational or company logo, emblem or
message to build a branded promotion that
makes a refreshing gift or giveaway.

The cooling towels for neck and face are mainly
made of quality polyester fiber, with mesh
structures, which can deeply absorb water and
compress it into the fiber gaps, to achieve a
cooling experience. The gym towels for sweat
are practical for you while exercising, they can
quickly dry your body sweat, to avoid
discomfort and embarrassment. The golf cooling
towel is functional, ideal for many activities,
such as hiking, running, yoga, fitness, workout,
walking, climbing, ball sports and other sports,
not only to enjoy the exercise, but also make
the body comfortably.

As low as: $2.11  | Minimum:  500

As low as: $ 2.45 | Minimum:  200
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